Abstract. This paper presents a general construction of multidimensional interpolatory subdivision schemes. In particular, we provide a concrete method for the construction of bivariate interpolatory subdivision schemes of increasing smoothness by nding an appropriate mask to convolve with the mask of a three-direction box spline Br;r;r of equal multiplicities. The resulting mask for the interpolatory subdivision exhibits all the symmetries of the three-direction box spline and with this increased symmetry comes increased smoothness. Several examples are computed (for r = 2;: : : ; 8). Regularity criteria in terms of the re nement mask are established and applied to the examples to estimate their smoothness.
Introduction and Method.
In this paper we are interested in the construction of smooth compactly supported re nable functions that form fundamental solutions to cardinal interpolation. In other words, we want a compactly supported function ' such that (i) '(j) = (j), j 2 Z s , where is the Kronecker delta sequence; and (ii) there is a nitely supported sequence h such that (iii) The function ' is in some H older class C for suitable .
The function ' is fundamental, if (i) holds, and it is re nable, if (ii) holds. The sequence h is called the re nement mask of the function '.
In that sense the paper is a continuation of 25] where we considered compactly supported fundamental solutions given as linear combination of B-splines in the univariate setting and of box splines in the multivariate setting. While those fundamental solutions exhibit nice symmetry, regularity and approximation properties, they fail to satisfy a re nement relation, which precludes their use in subdivision schemes. In fact, it was proven in 19] for the univariate case that there are no compactly supported piecewise polynomial functions (splines) which are re nable and fundamental except for piecewise constant or piecewise linear with integer knots. On the other hand, the univariate re nable and fundamental functions given in 7] and 8] are convolutions of B-splines with some distributions. Univariate re nable and fundamental functions can be derived also as the autocorrelations of re nable functions constructed in 5] in the context of wavelets; again these functions have the form of convolutions of B-splines with distributions. This indicates that multivariate functions satisfying i-iii may not necessarily be splines, but they could be convolutions of box splines with some distributions. It is our goal here to provide in the multivariate setting compactly supported and re nable fundamental solutions with the nice properties of symmetry, regularity and approximation. The functions given here are convolutions of box splines with distributions.
Some compactly supported interpolatory subdivision schemes have already been given in the literature. In particular, we mention the work of 9], 12], 13] and 14]. The butter y subdivision scheme given by 12] was the rst example of bivariate C 1 re nable and fundamental function '. An improvement of the smoothness analysis of the scheme can be found in 14] . Several continuous bivariate re nable and fundamental functions are also given in 9]. Applications of interpolatory subdivision schemes to the generation of surfaces can be found in 9], 12], 13], 14] and 23], and applications to wavelets decompositions and image compression can be found in 10] and 11]. The use of fundamental solutions for cardinal interpolation to obtain fundamental solutions for Hermite interpolation on the lattice was discussed in 15]. Connections of fundamental and re nable functions to re nable functions having orthogonal shifts was discussed in 20] and 22].
We rst establish some notation and some consequences of the re nement relation (1.1). For a nite sequence a, the symbol of a is the trigonometric polynomial e a on R s with extension to a Laurent polynomial, e
A, on C s as de ned by the equations Here and in the sequel we adopt the notation: z = z(1) (1) Thus, the equation
is necessary in order that the function ' be a compactly supported continuous and re nable fundamental solution for cardinal interpolation.
Our point of view will be to try to de ne an appropriate polynomial e H satisfying (1.8) and so that the subdivision mask derived from the coe cients of e h will converge to the desired fundamental function '. We hope to do this with good estimates on the smoothness of the resulting fundamental solution as well. To this end we take our cue from the construction of compactly supported re nable functions in the univariate case in 5] where the function e h takes the factored form
The left hand factor is the symbol of the re nement mask for the cardinal B-spline of order N. It is this left hand factor that gives the smoothness to the resulting re nable functions while the contribution of the trigonometric polynomial factor G(y) takes away from that smoothness. An appropriately chosen G not only gives the basic orthogonality properties of the re nable functions, but also does not lessen the smoothness too much. For several variables, the appropriate generalization of the cardinal B-splines are the box splines de ned for a given s n matrix of full rank with integer entries. The basic facts and much of the notation concerning box splines are taken from 2]; the reader is referred to 2] for the appropriate references. In the case of the univariate cardinal spline, the number N plays several roles: it is the order of the spline (one more than the degree of its polynomial pieces); the interval 0 ::N] is the support of the spline; and, the spline belongs to C N?2 , or even ner, its N ? 1st derivative is in L 1 (R). For the multivariate box splines, these three things are encoded in the direction matrix , but in more complicated ways. The (total) degree of the polynomial pieces of the box spline does not exceed n ? s. The support of the box spline is the polyhedron 0 ::1] n := fx : x = X 2 t ; 0 t 1g where the summation runs over the columns of the matrix and as the notation indicates, we shall apply set notation to as a set of its columns. Finally, the box spline belongs to C m( )?1 (R s ) where m( ) + 1 is the minimum number of columns that can be discarded from to obtain a matrix of rank < s.
A box spline B satis es the re nement equation In what follows, we shall drop the subscript indication of dependence on the direction set unless it is needed to resolve ambiguities. In the univariate case, the shifts of any cardinal B-spline form a Riesz basis, but this is no longer the case for box splines in higher dimensions. However, there is an easy to check criterion for when the shifts of a box spline do form a Riesz basis; namely, when the direction set is a unimodular matrix (all bases of columns from With the re nement mask h satisfying e h(0) = 2 s , we have a function ', at least in the distributional sense, which satis es equation (1.1). It is still a matter to check whether the obtained re nement mask de nes a continuous function ', whether the resulting re nable function is the fundamental solution for cardinal interpolation and whether the corresponding subdivision scheme converges uniformly. Since only the mask is at hand, all criteria used to test the above properties should be in terms of the re nement mask h and it should be possible to implement the criteria for reasonable examples.
We rst of all require that ' be continuous. Regularity or smoothness criteria that can be applied to our case are discussed in the x3. All the examples we shall construct in x4 will be better than C 1 .
Once we know that the resulting function ' is continuous, then we must show that it is fundamental. As a corollary of the characterization of the stability and orthonormality of re nable functions in terms of re nement mask, the results in 20] provide necessary and su cient conditions to test whether a mask that determines a continuous compactly supported ' is also fundamental: For the examples of our construction given in Section 4, the task of determining the eigenvalues and eigenvectors can be carried out numerically; for example, using MATLAB. Once we know that ' is fundamental, then it is automatically stable, since there is C > 0 so that C The new control point sequence c 1 is determined linearly from c by 2 s di erent convolution rules, and sequence c 1 consists of 2 s di erent copies of the original control point sequence c which are mixed together. Since the scaling factor is 2, the new control polygon is parameterized, so that the points c 1 correspond to the ner grid 2 ?1 Z s . Since h(2 ) = , c 1 2 = c( ), the new control point sequence interpolates the previous one. Continuing this process, we get the control point sequences c n = S n c corresponding to the grids 2 ?n Z s . This process is called an interpolatory subdivision scheme. The subdivision scheme is said to converge for an arbitrary control point In particular, if c = , then the limit function is '. It was shown in 3] that if ' is stable, the subdivision scheme converges. Therefore, the interpolatory subdivision schemes discussed in this paper converge. Interested readers should consult 3] for details.
Finally, we remark that since the re nable functions constructed here satisfy H 0 (z 2 ) = 1, it is possible to construct prewavelets from them. Interested readers should consult 17], 18] and 24] for details of the construction of prewavelets.
The Bivariate Construction.
Here we detail a construction in the two-dimensional case. The box splines that have stable shifts are those de ned for direction matrices based on the three directions i 1 := (1; 0), i 2 := (0; 1), and i 1 +i 2 := (1; 1). We shall take these directions to be given with equal multiplicities r. These box splines will be denoted by B r;r;r . The symbol of the mask in this case takes the form
The box spline B r;r;r belongs to C 2r?2 . In case r = 1, the box spline B 1;1;1 is itself interpolatory so there is no need to nd a suitable multiplier e Q for the symbol. Hence, we assume that r 2 in the sequel.
It has been our experience 25] that out of the many possible fundamental solutions that one can obtain through the use of the Hilbert Nullstellungstaz, most do not have practical (or aesthetic) value because they have large variation (and often large max norm) over their support. The method of construction here leads to examples of fundamental solutions of increasing smoothness with the classic shape: centrally symmetric with value equal 1 at the origin. In fact, from the cases we have computed, it appears that with greater symmetry comes greater smoothness. Our object in the end will be to preserve the well-known symmetry structure of the box spline 1].
The existence of a function e Q implies that there is some square that will contain the support of the mask h for e H. A smaller square means smaller support for the mask h and consequently, smaller support for the re nable function. Initially, we try to t the support of the mask h for e H into a square of side length 4r ? 1. It turns out that for our examples this is possible. Later, we will impose further conditions to make its support look like that of (twice) the support of the box spline within that square.
We consider the even lattice in the somewhat smaller square S := 0 ::4(r ? 1 The idea of the construction is simply this: The masks of f M (z 2 ) each occupy a smaller rectangle S in the lower left hand corner of S. The mask rectangle S (with its values) is permitted to shift in the three directions 2i 1 , 2i 2 , and 2(i 1 +i 2 ) so long as the shifted rectangles remain within S. Each of the distinct such shifts are assigned an unknown coe cient which multiplies each of the entries in the mask. In this way, the points in 2Z 2 . This leads to a linear system of equations when we ask that the resulting mask be zero everywhere except at (2r ? 2; 2r ? 2) where it should be equal 1.
Our rst goal is to analyze this system, even when some additional symmetry conditions inherited from f M are imposed. First, we observe from (2.1) and the de nition of f M that
Therefore, the upper right corner of the rectangle S 0;0 can be shifted to the even lattice Assume now that the e Q are solutions of (2.2) that satisfy both (2.7) and (2.10). We have shown that they can be obtained from any solution by the above procedure. The maximum support square for the mask of any f M (z 2 )z is 0 ::2r] 2 In particular, since e H 0;0 = 1, this implies that h(2j) = (j). The above construction does lead to solutions that provide fairly smooth convergent interpolatory subdivision schemes. But as it stands, the solutions are not uniquely determined since we have not taken into account the full symmetries of the box spline. Here we use the symmetries of the \centered" form of the box spline B r;r;r (see 1]), translated to our setting. The symmetries of the mask f M will be generated by the two matrices The symmetries for the box spline were derived by mapping the three directions into permutations of themselves. This has signi cance for the problem at hand because the three directions are in fact the non-zero elements of Z 2 2 :
(2:18) G : Z 2 2 n0 7 ! Z 2 2 n0; for all G 2 G:
The rst of relations (2.17) just combines the interchange of z(1) and z(2) and the reciprocal relation and so has already been taken into account in our construction above. The second relation is a much stronger requirement that will restrict further the shifts of the S that will be permitted, thus reducing the number of unknowns. The restrictions will depend on the parity of r. h(2j + ) = 1; 2 Z 2 2 ; and h(j) = h(Gj) for G 2 G:
The relation (2.27) together with (2.18) gives a very strong symmetry on the mask h. (The reader may nd it very helpful to consult the masks of section 4 while reading this.) Since h(2Gj + G ) = h(2j + ); for all G 2 G; as a set, the numbers fh(2j + )g j2Z 2 are the same for each 2 Z 2 2 nf0g. These numbers are arranged symmetrically in the six cones generated by the lines j(1) = 0, j(2) = 0 and j(1) = j(2) on hexagonal rings of lattice points about the origin: h( (j(1); j(2))) = h( (j(2); j(1))) = h( (j(1); j(1) ? j(2))) h( (j(2) ? j(1); ?j(1))) = h( (?j(2); j(1) ? j(2)) = h( (?j(1) + j(2); j(2))):
A consequence of this is that the mask h is symmetric on its support along any 3. Regularity of re nable functions.
In this section we will provide some criteria for the regularity of re nable functions in terms of their masks. These criteria are useful for the estimation of the regularity of the re nable functions derived from interpolatory subdivision schemes constructed in the next section.
Univariate counterparts of our regularity theorems and more can be found in 6, x7.1.3], 16] , 4] and references cited therein. The proofs of some of these results is carried to the multivariate case and the dilation matrix 2I in order to provide estimates for our examples. This can be done without encountering many di culties; however, we include the proofs for the sake of completeness.
The function ' 2 C for n < < n + 1, provided that ' 2 C n and jD '(x + t) ? D (x)j const jtj ?n ; for all j j = n and jtj 1 for some constant independent of x. The number is related to weighted L p exponents p de ned as p := supf :
In this paper, we only use 1 and 2 . The regularity order is related to 1 and 2 by the inequality sup It was proved in 20] that if ' g is fundamental, then < 1. Hence, the condition < 1 holds whenever the mask g is the mask for a convergent interpolatory subdivision scheme. Since D e m r;r;r ( ) = 0 for all j j 2r ? 1 The maximum absolute value of the remaining eigenvalues is the to be used in Theorem 3.7.
For the examples of our construction in the next section, the task of determining which of the largest eigenvectors are de nitely NOT in V can be carried out numerically using MATLAB; simply order the eigenvalues according to decreasing modulus and proceed down the list checking (3.8) until a numerically signi cant drop in value occurs.
The problem with this procedure is that as the matrices get large, it becomes quite di cult to carry out the numerical procedures. The complexity of using H au is substantially more than in using H, yet we are forced to use it since e h will fail to be positive for odd r. The next observation will be useful for our particular examples. The factorization in Corollary 3.9 does not require that we take the largest box spline factor, just that the remaining factor be nonnegative.
Examples.
We present the bivariate examples corresponding to r = 2 through r = 8 (with decreasing detail) and discuss their regularity. We note that we have chosen the three direction mesh used in box spline theory. It is an easy transformation to convert this to the hexagonal mesh used by several people in wavelet analysis. One should realize that the three-direction symmetry of our examples would transform to a beautiful hexagonal symmetry in the hexagonal mesh.
4.1. r = 2. The box spline B 2;2;2 has continuous second partial derivatives and its third partial derivatives are in L 1 (R 2 ). If we apply our method to obtain e h, then the support of the mask h 2;2;2 is expected to be in the square ?3 ::3] 2 \ Z 2 . Indeed, we obtain a mask exhibiting the full symmetries of the box spline B 2;2;2 : h 2;2;2 = 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 where the entry at the origin is distinguished by boldface type. Here we note that there are only 31 nonzero entries and only the 6 nonzero entries in the cone 0 j < k are required since the rest follow from the symmetries. If we use Theorem 1.16 on the 49 49 matrix H 2;2;2 determined by h 2;2;2 we nd that it has 1 as a simple eigenvalue with as its eigenvector. Hence, the function ' 2;2;2 de ned via (1.14) is a fundamental solution for cardinal interpolation. That ' 2;2;2 enjoys the classic shape of a fundamental solution and the symmetries of the tree direction box spline is clearly seen in Figure 1. 4.2. r = 3. The box spline B 3;3;3 belongs to C 4 (R 2 ). The support of the mask h 3;3;3 will be in the square ?5 ::5] 2 \ Z 2 . Again we obtain a mask exhibiting the full of the box spline B 4;4;4 : 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 in full so that the symmetries alluded to in Section 2 can be rmly established in the minds of the reader. We give the masks of the four remaining cases in a more compact form, using the cones of symmetry. We use the rst quadrant with 1 in the lower left corner sitting at the origin, the rest of the diagonal is left blank and one mask is given in the cone 0 j < k and the other in 0 k < j. The two included tables give the masks for r = 5; 6 and r = 7; 8. While the mask for r = 8 is a 31 31 matrix which is quite large for numerical purposes, it does compare favorably with using a fundamental box spline interpolant of comparable smoothness (for example, the fundamental solution corresponding to B 3;3;3 ) which has exponential decay and so must be truncated appropriately for use.
The matrices H grow more quickly and for r = 8, H is already an 941 941 matrix. The computations still show that the eigenvalue 1 is simple with as its eigenvector. The computations of the sums (3.8) do show the e ects of the added complexity, but are none-the-less useful for the estimation of regularity.
4.6. Regularity. The examples for r = 2 : : :8 give su cient variety to test various smoothness criteria. We use Theorem 3.7 and Corollary 3.9 to estimate the regularity of our examples. We have computed three separate quantities.
The rst quantity is the spectral radius of c W jV 2r?1 for e g = 1 4 e h in all cases, even though by Theorem 3.7 it applies only in the cases when e h 0. It turns out that e h 0 holds if and only if r is even, since exp(i(r ?2) )e q 4 in each case. We suspect that this quantity gives the best estimate for regularity even in the case of odd r when it has not been shown to apply.
The second computation yields an estimate for the spectral radius of c W jV 4r?1 for e g = 1 16 e h 2 . Here the size of the matrix Hau quickly impedes the computation and we were successful in carrying it out only for r = 2; 3; 4. In every case, the estimate for the smoothness is smaller than that obtained using the rst quantity, although this estimate is valid in all cases. ' r;r;r belongs to C ? where is estimated by ? log( )= log(2) when r is even, by ? log( )=(2 log(2)) ? 1 for any r, and by 2 ? log( )= log(2) for r odd. e g = 1 4 e h e g = 1 16 e h 2 e g = 1 4 j e m r?1;r?1;r?1 e qj r ? log( )= log (2) ? log( )=(2 log (2) 
